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Pentagon: Chinese nuke force growing faster than predicted
Nov 01, 2021 - China's military modernization is proceeding on a wide front, but its nuclear advances are especially notable. The Chinese may already have established what is known as a nuclear triad — the combination of land-, sea-, and air-based missiles that the United States and Russia have had for decades — the report said.

Pentagon: Chinese nuke force growing faster than predicted
Nov 01, 2021 - China is expanding its nuclear force much faster than U.S. officials predicted just a year ago, highlighting a broad and accelerating expansion of military muscle designed to enable Beijing to

Pentagon: Chinese nuke force growing faster than predicted
Pentagon: Chinese nuke force growing faster than predicted. It comments China’s military modernization is proceeding on a wide-front, but its nuclear advances are especially notable.

Chinese military modernization and force
Nevertheless, this annual report for US Congress went on to say that the Chinese ground force “remains a relative laggard within the PLA in terms of modernization”. This is quite an astounding

Is the PLA ground force facing comparative neglect?
In what could be seen as a massive modernization push and military build spanning the Indian-Chinese border and it could be possible for a large-scale ground force, should it be assembled

China's new mortars seem designed for mountain warfare against India
The Latin adage “si vis pacem, para bellum” states that if you want peace, prepare for war. But doing that successfully is much easier if you know when

War by timeframe: responding to China's pacing challenge
Some years back, Fort Sumulacito was put up for sale, the proceeds supposedly to be spent on the modernization of the Armed Forces. That didn’t happen and one can only guess where all that money went.

The modernization of our armed forces
As part of Ronald O’Brien’s continuous incremental improvements, this 254th (1) edition of his report on Chinese naval modernization incorporates numbers provided by the U.S.

China naval modernization: implications for U.S. navy capabilities—background & issues for congress
If realized, the PLA’s 2027 modernization goals could provide Beijing with more credible military assets to exploit China’s private sector achievements to further its force modernization

DoD’s 2021 China military power report: how advances in AI and emerging technologies will shape China’s military
The spectre of the Chinese military has certainly influenced Taiwan’s military spending. Here’s What You Need to Remember: Military modernization has gained a new urgency under President Tsai Ing-wen.

Fear of China is impacting Taiwan’s budgetary decisions
The Defense Department today released its annual report on military and security expansion of the PLA’s nuclear forces.”A key revelation in the report are China’s advancements in its nuclear

China military power report details advances, goals in 2020
(china military power report details advances, goals in 2020)
In 2020, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) announced a new milestone for PLA modernization of force. He stressed, however, that Taiwan will never engage in talk

China sets 2027 military modernization goals to compel Taipei to talk: Pentagon
John Hyten, the No. 2-ranking U.S. military officer, who previously commanded U.S. nuclear forces and overseas added that problems posed by China’s military modernization run far deeper.

Pentagon rattled by Chinese military push on multiple fronts
China has the largest maritime force on the globe with an inventory of about 355 vessels, according to a Defense Department report released Wednesday. With 355 ships in its fleet, the People’s

China has world’s largest navy with 355 ships and counting, says Pentagon
China created a Joint Logistic Support Force (JLSF) as part of a larger military reform effort under President Xi Jinping.

As China strengthens army logistics, the implications for India’s eastern frontier
That approval was based on plans and funding amounts articulated in the Armed Forces Modernization to think about military modernization as solely being directed at China (See: “Malaysia

The truth about Philippine military modernization and the ‘china threat’
President Joe Biden has renewed a ban on U.S. investment into any Chinese companies with alleged ties to China’s military during an announcement on Tuesday. Biden

White house renews ban on U.S. investment in Chinese firms linked to military
The United States will continue a Trump-era ban on U.S. investments in Chinese companies that Washington says are owned or controlled by the Chinese military.

Pentagon rattled by Chinese military push on multiple fronts
Pentagon rattled by Chinese military push on multiple fronts.

China’s new mortars seem designed for mountain warfare against India
Beijing currently has a joint Logistic Support Force (JLSF) as part of a larger military reform effort under President Xi Jinping.
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